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Students approach written items on tests with confidence once 
they’ve learned identified skill strands through writing, speaking, 
drawing and investigating.

Maths the Write Way teaches strategies that foster 
mathematical thinking, including:

• finding other ways to solve problems
• identifying key words
• making predictions and drawing conclusions
• writing your own problems
• summarising your work
• creating games, puzzles, pictures or poems
• communicating orally and in writing
•  working collaboratively to share ideas and solve problems

• predicting, concluding and summarising.

Each lesson addresses one skill strand:
numeration, data analysis, operations, number theory, geometry, 
measurement and pre-algebra.

Students learn and apply mathematical rules and
concepts in three activities:

• Investigations
Explore data to discover and explain a mathematical rule or 
concept.

• Extensions
 By manipulating data from the investigations, students discover 
different ways of thinking

• Assessments
Students apply newly-learned rules and concepts to solve problems 
and explain the problem-solving procedure.

Vocabulary exercises and mathematical writing builds maths 
vocabulary. Two review tests and a final review assess critical 
thinking and problem solving abilities.

Open-ended Maths Problems

Students apply newly-learned rules and concepts to solve problems 

Student Books
• 7 concept 

lessons
• 2 vocabulary 

activities
• 2 reviews and 1 

final review

Teacher Guides
• table of contents
• lesson objectives
• key vocabulary and concept
• sample solutions to all 

problems

•  suggested discussion 
topics and problem-solving 
strategies

• reproducible masters



Sample pages from Teacher Guide 4:

Pages 28–31

Objectives

� To understand what makes a set and what

members of a set are

� To discover the differences between equal sets,

equivalent sets and empty sets

� To investigate the identity elements for

addition and multiplication

� To develop rules that describe the

commutative property of addition and

multiplication and the associative property of

addition and multiplication

� To examine patterns in functions, introducing

the use of variables

Vocabulary

Before beginning the lesson, you may wish to

review the following maths terms: associative

property of addition and multiplication, commutative

property of addition and multiplication, empty set,

equal sets, equivalent sets, identity elements of addition

and multiplication, members, set.

Set theory can be an abstract concept for students.

Spend time developing set concepts through

relationships to everyday life. For example, help

students to identify the whole class as a set and

each classmate as a member of the set. Before

assigning Investigation 1, you might wish to have

children collect objects to make sets. Ask students

to define their sets and members. You could help

the class compare their sets and identify them as

equal sets, equivalent sets or empty sets.

Allowing the students to discover and write their

own rules will help to develop greater

understanding of the identity elements of addition

and multiplication, as well as the commutative and

associative rules.

Investigation 4 presents patterns or functions in a

table. To introduce this concept, you may wish to

use the idea of a function machine, which uses an

operation to change one number into another. As

an extension, have students create their own rules

and function machines. Group members can try to

find the rules.

Answers to Investigations, Extensions and

Assessments will vary. Sample solutions are

provided.

Part A
Pages 28–29

Investigation 1

Sample sets: Set of boys in the class, set of desks in

the classroom, set of books in the classroom

A. These sets are equivalent. The sets are

different, but they have the same number of

members.

B. These sets are equal because they have the

same members.

C. This is an empty set. There are only 9 planets

in our solar system.

Investigation 2

Group 1: When 0 is added to any number, the sum

will be equal to the number itself.

Group 2: When any number is multiplied by 0, the

product will always be equal to 0.

All examples in Step 1 fit these rules. If you try

other numbers, the rules also work.

Extension

A = {2, 3, 4} and B = {4, 3, 2}: equal sets

C = {5, 6, 7, 8} and D = {a, b, c, d}: equivalent sets

E = {lions that can fly}: empty set

Assessment 1

C

Assessment 2

0. By looking at the first factor, you can determine

that the answer is 0. It is not necessary to multiply

the remaining factors because 0 times any number

equals 0.

13 �
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LESSON 7 Pre-algebra �  FINAL REVIEW �

1. C 9. B 17. B

2. C 10. D 18. B

3. B 11. A 19. D

4. B 12. D 20. A

5. B 13. C 21. A

6. D 14. C 22. C

7. A 15. D 23. B

8. A 16. D 24. B

25. Possible solution using the year 1997:

Step 1: Subtract birth year from current year.

(1997 – 1929 = 68)

Step 2: Round 68 to the nearest ten. 70

Step 3: Find how many decades equal 70

years. (70 ÷ 10 = 7) The answer is 

7 decades old.

26. Possible solution: The number could range

from 6,500 to 7,499. When rounding to the

nearest thousand, the lowest number that

rounds up to 7,000 is 6,500, and the greatest

whole number that rounds down to 7,000 is

7,499.

27. Possible solution: Look for common

characteristics of the numbers in the family.

The numbers in the number family are all

divisible by 4. Therefore, 16 and 40 are the

only numbers from the third box that are in

the number family.

28. Possible solution: Make a list of possible 3-

digit numbers:

793 973 379

739 937 397

There are 6 possible 3-digit numbers that can

be made using the digits 7, 9 and 3.

15 �
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Part B
Pages 30–31

Investigation 3
In column A, the order of the numbers has beenchanged. The order of the numbers in an additionor a multiplication sentence can be changedwithout changing the answer.
In column B, the grouping of the numbers has beenchanged. The grouping of the numbers in anaddition or a multiplication sentence can bechanged without changing the answer.

Investigation 4

Number Numberof Tricycles of Wheels
1 3
2 6
3 9
5 15
8 24

Multiply each number of tricycles by 3 to find thenumber of wheels. Use addition to check that therule makes sense. If you have 2 tricycles, you canadd 3 + 3 to find that there would be a total of 6wheels. The rule works.

Extension
The rule for the table is ‘multiply the number ofmetres by 10 to find the number of centimetres’.For example: How many centimetres are there in 8metres? 8m  100cm = 800cm

Assessment 1
D

Assessment 2

In 75 50 25 15 5
Out 15 10 5 3 1

Rule: Divide the number in the in row by 5 to findthe number in the out row. Look at the numbersthat are completed, and try to find what operationcan be done to the in numbers to get the outnumbers. Each in number can be divided by 5 toget the out number. Use the rule to find the missingnumbers.

�  VOCABULARY ACTIVITY 2 �Page 32

A.
1. square
2. triangle
3. area
4. prime numbers and composite numbers5. rectangle
6. equivalent sets
7. coordinate pair
8. perimeter
9. trapezoid

10. multiple
11. factor tree
12. line of symmetry
13. empty set
14. century
15. hexagon

B.
I am a quadrilateral. I have 4 equal sides and 2 pairsof parallel sides. What am I? (rhombus)

�  REVIEW 2 �
1. D

2.

Labels: square, rectangle, parallelogram, rhombus,quadrilateral

� 4 equal sides
� 4 right angles
� opposite sides are parallel
3. C

4. B

5. y = 10 cm; x = 5 cm.
a. Find the sum of the given sides.(8 + 5 + 18 + 10 = 41)
b. Subtract this sum from 56. (56 – 41 = 15)c. Use guess and check to find 2 numberswhose sum is 15, where one number is twice the other.

6. C

�   14
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�  REPRODUCIBLE 1: LINE GRAPH �

�   16
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Sample pages from Student Book 1:

13�

Mr Cooper’s class is learning about sea animals. A student is looking at a set
of animal picture cards. The cards are not in order.

Step 1: Look at the animal picture cards on the worksheet. Read the
number word on each card.

Step 2: Cut out the cards on the worksheet. Paste the animals in order in
the boxes below.

Hint: The number word on each card will help you find the correct order.

Solution:

�  INVESTIGATION 2 �
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

sixth

fifth

tenth
first

second
third

fourth

seventh

eighth

ninth
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LESSON 4    Number Theory

�  INVESTIGATION 1 �

Step 1: Look at the pictures. They show an example of an odd number and
an even number.

Step 2: Look at the pictures below. Circle groups of 2 animals in each
picture. Write odd or even for the number in each picture. Then write a
sentence that tells what the difference is between odd and even numbers.

Hint: What do you notice about the circled groups of animals in each
picture?

Solution:

5 8

odd number even number

7 4

Sample pages from Student Book 2:

7�

Look closely at the jar of marbles for your estimation contest. About how many
marbles are in the jar? Write your name and estimate on a piece of paper and
place it in the box next to the jar. Also write your estimate below and explain
how you got your answer. Your teacher will give a reward to the person with
the estimate closest to the exact number of marbles. Good luck!

Hint: Look back at Investigation 1. How did you make your estimates?

Solution:

Assessment 1
A jar contains 100 marbles. The jar is �� full. How many marbles are in the jar?
Circle the answer.

50 100 25 75

Assessment 2
Draw a picture of a bottle of juice that is �� empty. What part of the bottle is
filled? Explain how you got your answer.

Solution:

�  EXTENSION �
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LESSON 2 Data Analysis Part A

�  INVESTIGATION 1 �

Each jar below can hold about 100 marbles.

Step 1: Look at the jars. Estimate how many marbles are in each jar.

Step 2: Pick one jar. Write how many marbles you think are in the jar. Explain
how you got your answer.

Hint: Try to figure out how many marbles are in one layer.

Solution:

9�

Look back at Investigation 2. Write a word problem about the data in your table.
Have a member of your group solve your problem.

Hint: Make sure your problem ends with a question.

Solution:

Assessment 1 
Look at this group of tally marks. Circle the number that tells how many this
group stands for.

5 19 23 43

Assessment 2
Ask 15 of your classmates what their favourite drink is. They can choose from the
drinks listed below. Mark each vote with a tally mark.

Solution:

Favourite Drinks

Kind of Drink Number of Votes

Juice

Milk

Water

Cordial

Which kind of drink got the most votes? _______________________

�  EXTENSION �
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Part B

�  INVESTIGATION 2 �

The children in Mr Maxwell’s class took a survey. Each child named the ice cream
flavour he or she likes best. The choices were chocolate, chocolate chip and
vanilla. Here is what they found.

C = Chocolate CC = Chocolate Chip V = Vanilla

Tommy—CC Kareem—C Robin—CC

Betty—V Jennifer—CC Nelson—CC

George—CC Jason—V Tammy—V

Brianna—C Jin—C Carlos—C

Rebecca—C Kadesha—C Sue—C

Step 1: Think about how you organise this information.

Step 2: Make a table to show your data. Be sure to give your table a title and
label all parts.

Hint: Tally marks can be helpful in organising your data.

Solution:



ACTIVITIES IN EACH 40 PAGE STUDENT BOOK
can be completed by students individually, in pairs or in small groups to:

 • supplement and reinforce classroom lessons

 • extend daily lessons

 • provide challenges to students who enjoy  
   experimenting with maths

 • enrich after-school programs

Students will use critical thinking, problem solving and computation skills as 
they complete 36 activities. The activities in AfterMath are based on six strands:

 • Numeration • Number Theory
 • Measurement • Geometry
 • Prealgebra/algebra • Data Interpretation

A famous man named Galileo once said that mathematics is the 
alphabet in which the universe was created. So, enjoy the 
activities and begin learning that ‘alphabet.’

You may want to have materials such as the following on hand: 
pencils and erasers, scratch paper, a calculator and a ruler.

This series helps students master that alphabet. As they puzzle way through ‘brainteasers’ and learn ‘maths 
magic’, students gain thinking skills important in today’s world.

AFTERMATH
by Christopher H. Forest

Aftermath C = Year 3 Aftermath D = Year 4

Aftermath E = Year 5 Aftermath F = Year 6

Teacher Guide = $6.50
Set of 5 Student Booklets = $25.95

+61 3 8558 2444 www.hbe.com.au orders@hbe.com.au+61 3 8558 2400



Order Form 06-098-06

CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

1861 Maths The Write Way Book 1 (Set of 5) 25.95

1952 Maths The Write Way Book 1 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1862 Maths The Write Way Book 2 (Set of 5) 25.95

1954 Maths The Write Way Book 2 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1869 Maths The Write Way Book 3 (Set of 5) 25.95

1956 Maths The Write Way Book 3 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1871 Maths The Write Way Book 4 (Set of 5) 25.95

1964 Maths The Write Way Book 4 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1882 Maths The Write Way Book 5 (Set of 5) 25.95

1970 Maths The Write Way Book 5 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1888 Maths The Write Way Book 6 (Set of 5) 25.95

1975 Maths The Write Way Book 6 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1892 Maths The Write Way Book 7 (Set of 5) 25.95

1979 Maths The Write Way Book 7 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

1897 Maths The Write Way Book 8 (Set of 5) 25.95

1917 Maths The Write Way Book 8 (Teacher’s Guide) 6.95

2052 Maths The Write Way Student Mix Pack Books 1-5 25.95

2053 Maths The Write Way Student Mix Pack Books 3-7 25.95

2054 Maths The Write Way Student Mix Pack Books 4-8 25.95

2055 Maths The Write Way Complete Set 260.00

3688 After Maths: Book C: Set of 5 $25.95

3694 After Maths: Book C: Teacher's Guide $6.50

3700 After Maths: Book d: Set of 5 $25.95

3701 After Maths: Book d: Teacher's Guide $6.50

3702 After Maths: Book e: Set of 5 $25.95

3703 After Maths: Book e: Teacher's Guide $6.50

3704 After Maths: Book f: Set of 5 $25.95

3705 After Maths: Book f: Teacher's Guide $6.50

TOTAL (plus freight) $

Sample pages from Student Book E: Sample pages from Teacher Guide F:

A Capacity for Problem Solving

18

You have a litre of milk. You are following a recipe that calls for 4 cups of milk. You have
a container that holds 3 cups and a container that holds 5 cups. How can you use these
two containers to measure 4 cups of milk?

It Takes Just So Much

AfterMaths Book E #3702

Fred has forgotten the amount of each ingredient to put into his fruitcake batter. Read the 
clues to help Fred match each ingredient with the correct amount.
1. Sugar: I’m equal to half the amount of flour. _____ a. 11

2
 cups

2. Cinnamon: I am the equivalent of three teaspoons. _____ b. 1 tablespoon
3. Flour: I am the ingredient used most in this recipe. _____ c. 2 cups
4. Salt: If I were cinnamon, you’d use three times as 

much of me than you actually do. _____ d. 1 teaspoon
5. Water: You need one fewer cup of me than of flour. _____ e. 2 tablespoons
6. Margarine: I am equal to twice as much cinnamon. _____ f. 3 cups
7. Raisins: You need more of me than water but less of _____ g. 21

2
 cups 

me than flour.

Forgetful Fred’s Fruitcake

Select four different types of drinking containers (paper cups, foam cups, glasses, and
mugs, for example). List the containers in the first column of the chart below.
1. Fill each container to the brim with water. Estimate how much water the container

holds. (Use cups or litres as the measurement unit.) Write your estimate.
2. Pour the water into a large measuring cup to find the actual amount of water (in cups

or litres). Write this actual capacity in the third column.
3. Compare the actual capacity to your estimate. In the third column, write + if the

actual capacity was more than your estimate; write – if it was less.
4. How close were your estimates? Compare your results with those of another student.

Actual More (+) or
Container Estimated Capacity Actual Capacity Less (–) Than Estimate

It Amounts to This

Estimate the weights in grams (use appropriate label) of each object, and then use a
scale to find the actual weight of each object. Record the data below.

Hefty Totals

19
AfterMaths Book E #3702

1.
50¢ coin

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

2.
An Empty Glass

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

3.
A Shoe

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

4.
A Pencil

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

5.
The Glass in Item 2, 

Filled with Water

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

6.
A Maths Book

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

7.
A Stapler

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

8.
A 30 cm Ruler

Estimate: __________
Actual Weight: __________

Compare your results with those of other students. Do you find any surprise data comparisons?

3

AfterMaths Teachers Guide, Book F #3705

Dominoes and Definitions (SB page 6)
Dominoes:

Definitions:
hex: prefix for six
hexagon: six-sided figure
hexapod: insect with six legs
hexamerous: having six parts (often used to describe 

a flower)

Get a Round (SB page 7)
Game results will vary.

Number Puzzles (SB page 8)
Problems, Problems: 
98,901 ÷ 9 =10,989; 87,912 ÷ 4 = 21,978 (Each
quotient is a reversal of the dividend.)
Fun Fractions: 
1
4
, 8

4
 (or 2), 2

5
, 1

5
 (The remaining fraction is the same as the

original fraction reduced.)
One Way: 
1; 11; 111; 1,111; 11,111; 111,111; 1,111,111;
11,111,111; 111,111,111; 1,111,111,111 (Each answer
is composed entirely of ones. The number of ones in each
answer is equal to the number being added in the
equation.)

The Magic of Numbers (SB page 9)
Magic Square:

That Much: 
a. 63 b. 1 c. 2
Number Cube Nonsense:
Answers to items 1–4 will vary, but the results of 60 rolls
should be closer to 50% than the results of 30 rolls.

Skill Builders 2 (SB page 10)
In the Money:   
Build-up: $7,000.00
Hi-Rize: $16,383.00
Calculator Puns:
a. 637 = leg b. 918 = big c. 7715 = sill
‘Numbinitions’
1. one in a million 2. square root

Subtraction by Addition (SB page 11)
For each try, the answer to Step 4 and Step 5 (the original
problem) should be the same number. For the first try, that
number is 733.

The Bizarre World of Numbers 
(SB page 12)
Product Partners: 
The final number consists of the three digits in the original
number, twice.
Wonderful World of Nines:
1. 00,999 6. 55,944
2. 11,988 7. 66,933
3. 22,977 8. 77,922
4. 33,966 9. 88,911
5. 44,955 10. 99,900
Many observations can be made. For example: The
number pattern is reversed after problem 5; in each
answer, the numbers in the ones and ten-thousands places
equal 9; the numbers in the tens and thousands places
equal 9; 9 is the middle number in all the answers; the
sum of all the digits in each answer is 27.
Ponderables:
1. 4
2. None: unlisted phone numbers aren’t listed in a

phone book.

Break the Bank (SB page 13)
TOTALS: DMITRI KATRINA

$530.25 (July) $505.00 (July)
$570.90 (August) $555.50 (August)

$647.31 (September) $621.66 (September)
$676.00 (October) $676.36 (October)

$720.13 (November) $698.27 (November)
$826.31 (December) $782.01 (December)

Dmitri’s account is worth $44.30 more than Katrina’s
account by the end of December.

4 14 15 1

9 7 6 12

5 11 10 8

16 2 3 13

4

AfterMaths Teachers Guide, Book F #3705

It’s a Date (SB page 14)
Doubling the sum of either pair of end diagonal numbers
will result in the same number as the sum of the four
circled numbers.

Perilous Patterns (SB page 15)
Flip and Move: 
1. Flip the middle coin in the bottom row to heads. Move

that coin to the middle position in the top row. Move
the other two middle coins down one row each. See
illustration. 

2. One flip and three moves costs 20¢.
Shady Shapes: 
1. D – it does not contain any curved lines
2. E – the shape on the inside has more sides than the

shape on the outside

Skill Builders 3 (SB page 16)
Toothpick Terror

School of Hard Blocks:
Sample layout: 

Early Riser:
You mistakenly set your alarm for 9:00 P.M., not A.M.,
because you were so tired.

Measurement Log (SB page 17)
Measure It:
Sample measurements:
1. height 130–145 cm
2. TV screen 42.5–72.5 cm
3. desktop 225–275 cm
4. sink 17.5–25 cm
5. wrist 10–17.5 cm
6. ball 70–80 cm
7. palm 6.25–7.5 cm
8. door 75–90 cm
9. foot 15–22.5 cm
Steppin’ Out:
It is easy to ‘step out’ the measurements, using an agreed-
upon average-foot measurement.

Time on Your Hands (SB page 18)
Clockwork:
See illustration: 

Palm Potential:
Capacities will vary.

Rules of Thumb (SB page 19)
1. Chart measurements will vary.
2. Average and standard measurements will vary, but

they should be close.

Astronomical Angles (SB page 20)
1. Hydrus: ∠DAB: acute; ∠BFE: acute; ∠ADE: obtuse
2. Piscus Austrinus: ∠GML: obtuse; ∠MLK: obtuse; 

∠IJK: acute; ∠GHI: obtuse
3. Orion: ∠NOP: obtuse; ∠PSR: obtuse; ∠RQW: obtuse;

∠QWV: acute; ∠UVW: acute
4. Capricorn: ∠ABE: obtuse; ∠BED: acute; ∠CDE:

obtuse; ∠FGH: obtuse; ∠DGF: acute; ∠EDG: acute;
∠DGH: obtuse

H

T

H

T

H

H

flip to H

H

T

H

$4

$4,444 $4,444

$444 $44 $444

$44 $44 $44 $44
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Purchase order number:  ______________________________________________
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TERMS OF TRADE
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• Full money-back guarantee.
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ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!
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